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Abstract. The pervasive employments of Location-based Social
Network call for precise and personalized Point-of-Interest (POI) rec-
ommendation to predict which places the users prefer. Modeling user
mobility, as an important component of understanding user preference,
plays an essential role in POI recommendation. However, existing meth-
ods mainly model user mobility through analyzing the check-in data and
formulating a distribution without considering why a user checks in at a
specific place from psychological perspective. In this paper, we propose
a POI recommendation algorithm modeling user mobility by considering
check-in data and geographical information. Specifically, with check-in
data, we propose a novel probabilistic latent factor model to formu-
late user psychological behavior from the perspective of utility theory,
which could help reveal the inner information underlying the compara-
tive choice behaviors of users. Geographical behavior of all the historical
check-ins captured by a power law distribution is then combined with
probabilistic latent factor model to form the POI recommendation algo-
rithm. Extensive evaluation experiments conducted on two real-world
datasets confirm the superiority of our approach over state-of-the-art
methods.

Keywords: Location-based social network · Point-of-Interest recom-
mendation · User psychological behavior · Geographical behavior · User
mobility

1 Introduction

With the prevalence of GPS-enabled portable devices, Location-based Social
Networks (LBSNs) have been sweeping the global world during recent years, such
as Gowalla, Yelp, Facebook Places, etc. Point-of-Interests (POIs) are places that
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a user may find useful information or tend to visit, e.g. restaurants or shopping
malls. As an important component of LBSNs, POI has facilitated an application
- POI recommendation. This interesting and useful application can not only
benefit merchants by increasing their revenue through virtual marketing but
also benefit customers by helping them filter out uninteresting places and reduce
their decision making time thus providing satisfactory user experiences [8].

In LBSN, users could check in at a place by sharing their experiences and
reviews with friends and online users. Through analyzing the check-in data,
researchers can acquire a user’s mobility by mining the historical check-in behav-
ior patterns thus giving predictions to her future potential visiting places. Gen-
erally, a specific distribution is adopted to formulate a user’s mobility, such
as multiple Gaussian distribution [1] and power-law distribution [17]. However,
such methods have an inherent flaw that they only model the user mobility from
the data perspective while without considering the intrinsic reason why a user
checks in at a specific place. We argue that user mobility is influenced by user
psychological and geographical behaviors. The user psychological behavior can
be described on two aspects. The one is when we are confronted with a series of
choices, we always compare the utility of these candidates, and are more willing
to choose a high utility place to visit [13]. The other is that individual differences
influence the user check-in behaviors. Detailedly, a user checked in at a place for
ten times and another user only visited the same place thrice. It could not indi-
cate the former prefers the place than the latter, as the former may be a person
who likes staying out or traveling and the latter may be a stay-at-home type.
Besides, geographical influence matters. We may prefer a nearby place rather
than a far one. Although, the distant one is a more popular and higher utility
place for us.

Based on the aforementioned summarizes, we give the following assumptions:

– Comparability: the user check-in behavior is a comparative process, where
a certain historical check-in place of a user is chosen after he compares the
utility of all alternatives rather than a random decision.

– Dissimilarity: the frequency data or the ratings could not give actual expres-
sion of user preference. For example, a user visited a place three times while
the average visiting time is 3.5, which indicates the preference to such POI is
below the average. However, supposing the same POI visited by another user
three times, the average is 2.5. It shows the user prefers the POI more than
others. Taking a relative view to address this problem, we adopt partial order
relationship deduced from frequency data rather than the frequency value of
users’ check-in history to learn the user preference.

– Localization: localization is embodied into two aspects. When users arrive at
a mart or city, it is believed that they just take the places in the mart or
city into account and make a decision. Hence, the candidates are localization,
and it motivates us take nearest K place as our inputs. More importantly, the
probability of visiting a POI is inversely proportional to the distance. From
an overall perspective, users prefer a nearby place than a distant one and the
check-in records are localization.
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In this paper, POI recommendations are made based on the aforementioned
assumptions. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, we delve into the mechanism behind
the user check-in patterns and propose a probabilistic latent factor model to
formulate the user psychological behavior by employing the utility theory of
economics which won the Nobel Prize in 2000 [13]. The utility theory conveys
that a consumer is more willing to choose those goods that have high utilities
to him or her. A power-law distribution is adopted to capture all historical
check-in geographical information, also called geographical behavior. To this
end, we propose a novel POI recommendation algorithm by combining the user
psychological and geographical behaviors to model the user mobility.

In summary, we have made several contributions in this paper:

– We propose a probabilistic latent factor model to mine users psychological
behavior from a novel psychological perspective. User mobility is modeling by
user psychological and geographical behaviors.

– We devise a stochastic gradient descent algorithm to learn the latent factors
of both users and POIs.

– We conduct extensive experiments on two real-world datasets to evaluate our
approach. The results demonstrate that our approach outperforms the state-
of-the-art methods.
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the recent studies
in Sect. 2. The problem formulation and the proposed approach are discussed in
Sect. 3. Experiments are presented in Sect. 4. We conclude our work in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

Traditional recommender systems mainly focus on exploiting explicit user-item
rating matrix (usually are not available in LBSNs) via employing memory-based
[9] or model-based collaborative filtering (CF) [6,7,11]. The premise behind
memory-based CF is to recommend items by like-minded users of a target user
and the intuition of model-based CF is to learn the latent factors e.g. by matrix
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factorization (MF) technology to make recommendations. Moreover, in [3,5],
the authors fuse their model with contextual information like social or trust
network to improve the prediction accuracy. Although explicit ratings for POIs
are not available in LBSNs, traditional CF method can be applied into this filed
by treating POIs as common items [16] via exploring user preference from user
check-in frequency data which implicitly reflect user preference. Besides, a wide
range of properties of LBSN have been extensively explored, such as geographi-
cal information [1,10,12,17,18], social connections [10,17], temporal information
[4,8,12] and user preference order [8].

As an effective and popular approach to uncover users’ preference, model-
ing user mobility plays an essential role in POI recommendation. Cheng et al.
[1] assume that users tend to check in around several centers and model the
distance between two locations by the same user as a Multi-center Gaussian
Model (MGM) to capture the geographical influence, which is then further into
MF for POI recommendation. Ye et al. [17] model user mobility by employing
a power-law distribution (PD), and propose a collaborative POI recommenda-
tion algorithm based on geographical influence via naive Bayesian. Zhang et al.
[18] consider that geographical influence on user mobility should be personal-
ized when LBSNs recommend POIs to users rather than a common distribution
for all users, and they model the geographical influence via using kernel den-
sity estimation (KDE). Noulas et al. [12] explore the predictive power offered
by user mobility features, global mobility features and temporal features, which
are finally combined in two supervised learning models. However, these works
model user mobility through analyzing the check-in data and formulating the
distribution without considering why a user checks in at a specific place from
psychological perspective. Intuitively, a certain historical check-in place of a user
is chosen under her rational choice to be granted a relatively high utility among
all the nearby places.

In this paper, user mobility is captured via geographical and user psychologi-
cal behaviors. Moreover, user psychological behavior is formulated by probabilis-
tic latent factor model derived from utility theory. In [8,15], the utility theory
of economics is adopted to explore the competitive process of user behaviors to
make recommendation. However, Li et al. [8] adopt user-POI rating matrix to
model choice behavior by adopting time window across recent visits to depict
user short-term memory, and Yang et al. [15] take missing values in rating matrix
as implicit feedbacks. Our approach simultaneously considers check-in frequency
data and geographical information, selecting nearest K places (both visited and
non-visited places) centered at each of users historical check-ins as our inputs.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first investigation of modeling
user mobility from psychological perspective in POI recommendation field.

3 The Proposed Approach

In this section, we discuss the problem formulation and propose a method
for POI recommendation by modeling the user mobility considering user
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psychological and geographical behaviors. Firstly, we discuss the problem for-
mulation. Then, we mine user psychological behavior using utility theory and
propose a probabilistic latent factor model. A stochastic descent algorithm is
devised to optimize our proposed model and then we incorporate this model
with geographical behavior to formulate user mobility.

To be specific, all the users’ check-in places are firstly clustered into several
regions according to the clustering phenomenon of Tolbers first law of geography
[2]. After that, subsets of each user’s historical check-ins are chosen randomly
favoring a wide coverage over all the clusters. We then randomly select the
nearest K places (both visited and non-visited places) of each member in the
subsets to form several collections which are the inputs of our model. Utility
theory is employed to generate the matching degree of the probabilistic latent
factors, by leveraging utility of a specific POI to the target user. Through the
stochastic gradient descent, we could learn the latent factors of both users and
POIs, which depicts the user psychological behavior. Geographical behavior of
the historical check-ins of a user is captured by a power-law distribution. Finally,
the information of both worlds, i.e. the psychological and geographical behaviors,
is then combined thus leading to a final preference score for the future visits. By
ranking those scores of a user’s un-visited places, we could make recommendation
from the top of the list.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Suppose that we have M users and N POIs, and let U = {u1, u2, ..., um} and
V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} be a set of users and POIs respectively. Each POI has a
location described by longitude and latitude. fu,v denotes the frequency that a
user u visited a POI v. All the frequency data form a user-POI check-in frequency
matrix F ∈ R

m×n, where 0 denotes non-visited places.
As aforementioned, the nearest K places of a POI vj (in a diversified subset

chosen from multiple clusters) visited by a user ui are chosen to form a col-
lection, termed as a latent POI collection. CL

ij denotes a latent POI collection,
which means nearest K places of POI vj visited by user ui. In the latent POI col-
lection, the key insight is why the user checked in at a specific place many times,
while only visited other places only once or even not visited. As aforementioned,
this situation is due to the user psychological behavior and higher frequency
indicates more satisfaction of a user to the specific POI. Hence, all POIs in a
latent POI collection can be ranged in a partial order relationship w.r.t. their
frequencies. It is believed that the partial order relationship implicitly reflects
the user psychological behavior.

Definition (POI Partial Order). A partial order in CL
ij is shown below:

�L
ij= {v̂1 � v̂2 � ...|fiv̂k

≥ fiv̂k+1 , v̂k ∈ �L
ij} (1)

where fiv̂k
represents the frequency the user ui visited POI v̂k. Figure 2 is a

demonstration of POI latent collection and POI partial order collection.
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Fig. 2. A demonstration of latent POI collection and POI partial order collection.

3.2 Modeling User Psychological Behavior

Generally speaking, it is difficult to quantify the value of a POI, instead, the
preference or the psychological behavior of users to the POI can be extracted
from the check-in data more readily. Luckily, utility theory defines a kind of
measurement of the users’ preference over a set of alternatives and could help
reveal the inner information underlying the comparative choice behavior of each
user [13]. Hence, we use utility theory to model the user psychological behavior
in our approach. In this paper, the check-in frequency data are depicted as the
utility.

In order to exploit utility theory to model user psychological behavior, we
define the utility function U(u, v) : v → R to depict the utility of POI v given by
user u in a collection CL. Naturally, high utility means more preference of a user
to a POI and thus a higher frequency should be granted to the POI. As afore-
mentioned, user psychological behavior implicitly reflected by the relationship
between POIs in Eq. (1) becomes meaningful and can be formalized with the-
ory utility. With the partial order in latent collection CL

ij , the following Eq. (2)
reveals user psychological behavior:

vj � vj′IIF U(ui, vj) ≥ U(ui, vj′) (2)

which means vj � vj′ if the utility of vj for ui is larger than that of vj′ .
According to [13], utility usually is decomposed into two parts based on

random utility model. Following that is the definition:

U(ui, vj) = V(ui, vj) + εij (3)

where the first part is the observed utility and the second part is some uncon-
trollable factors such as emotion, weather or even some occasional events. In
our paper, V(ui, vj) is depicted as the frequency counted in check-in data, i.e.,
V(ui, vj) = fij . In our approach, we use fij = UiV

T
j to parameterize the observed

utility [6], where Ui ∈ R
k, Vj ∈ R

k are low-rank determinable latent factors for
user ui and item vj respectively and k is the dimension of the latent factor.

The probability of user psychological behavior over alternatives can be
defined using the utility of choice [14]:

Pr(vj � vj′) = Pr(U(ui, vj) ≥ U(ui, vj′)) (4)
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Further, Substitute U with Eq. (3) and we get the following Eq. (5):

Pr(vj � vj′) =Pr(V(ui, vj) + εij ≥ V(ui, vj′) + εij′)
=Pr(εij′ ≤ εij + V(ui, vj) − V(ui, vj′))
=CDF (εij + V(ui, vj) − V(ui, vj′))

(5)

where CDF is cumulative density function, and the error term is assumed to
satisfy εij′ ∼ i.i.d extreme value, that is the double exponential format as
exp(−e−ε). The probability for a user psychological behavior over POIs in a
latent POI collection is deduced as follows:

Pr(vj � vj′) =
eV(ui,vj)

∑|CL|
j′ eV(ui,vj′ )

(6)

3.3 Probabilistic Latent Factor Model and Learning Algorithm

We formulate user psychological behavior for a certain historical check-in place
to be granted a relatively utility among all the nearby places and propose a prob-
abilistic latent factor model based on the utility theory. Each POI visited by a
user implies a latent collection, so we can easily formulate all users’ psychological
behaviors and get the probability of whole observation as follows:

Pr(�L) =
∏

u∈U

∏

vj∈V(u)

Pr(vj � vj′) =
∏

u∈U

∏

vj∈V(u)

eV(ui,vj)

∑|CL|
j′ eV(ui,vj′ )

(7)

As demonstrated above, we use fij = UiV
T
j to measure the observed utility,

thus assuming a spherical multivariate Gaussian prior on both U and V , that is

Pr(Ω|Θ) = N(Ω|0, σ2I) (8)

where Ω = {U, V }, and Θ denotes some hyper-parameters. Ωl is a component
of Ω.

By applying Bayesian theorem, the probabilistic latent factor model can be
defined based on the Eqs. (7) and (8).

Pr(U, V | �) ∝ Pr(�L |U, V )Pr(U |Θ)Pr(V |Θ) (9)

Given a latent POI collection, to estimate the latent factors, the model can be
learned by maximum the posterior (Eq. (9)). For ease of mathematical treatment,
we optimize the model using the following equivalent objective function.

Ω = arg min
Ω

−[log Pr(�L |Ω) + log Pr(Ω|Θ)] (10)

where log Pr(Ω|Θ)can be deemed as regularizer R(Ω) to alleviate overfitting
problem. Here, R(Ω) corresponds to L2 norm regularization.

To learn U and V of the probabilistic latent factor model, a stochastic gradi-
ent descent (SGD) algorithm is devised. We can carry out the gradient of above
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object function into two parts respectively, and the first part can be deduced
using Eq. (7).

−
∏

u∈U

∏

vj∈V(u)

∂log(vj � vj′)
∂Ωl

=
∏

u∈U

∏

vj∈V(u)

∂[log(
∑|CL|

j′ eV(ui,vj′ )) − V(ui, vj)]
∂Ωl

(11)
The second part can be viewed as:

∂logPr(Ω|Θ)
∂Ωl

=
∂R(Ω)
∂Ωl

= βΩl (12)

where β is regularization parameter.
Using fij = UiV

T
j to qualify the observed utility, the derivation of U and V

can be computed as:

∇Ui =

∑|CL|
j′ (eUiV

T
j′ · Vj′)

∑|CL|
j′ e

UiV T
j′

− Vj + βUi (13)

∇Vj =
(eUiV

T
j · Ui)

∑|CL|
j′ e

UiV T
j′

− Ui + βVj (14)

Given a point, the model parameters are updated by Ωl ← Ωl − α∇Ωl and α is
learning rate. Note that we only draw a batch of �L to embed into our learning
algorithm.

Now, we have U and V at hand after the optimization is completed above.
Hence, the observe utility of a POI vj given by a target user ui can be estimated.
Recall the definition of utility, it is a mathematical representation of user psy-
chological behavior, and the predicted utility of a POI vj given by user ui can
be denoted:

Pr[U(ij)] = Pr(V(ij) + εij) = V(ij) + Pr(εij) = UiV
T
j + C (15)

where C is a constant.

3.4 Proposed Algorithm

We propose a POI recommendation algorithm by modeling user mobility via user
psychological and geographical behaviors. As aforementioned, user psychologi-
cal behavior is captured by utility theory. The geographical behavior measures
the probability of whether a user visits a POI under the historical check-in geo-
graphical information. In our approach, a power-law distribution is adopted to
formulate the geographical behavior [17]. We then formulate the user mobility
by fusing the utility with the geographical behavior:

yij ∝ Pr[U(ij)] · Pr(vj |Vi) (16)
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Fig. 3. The graphical representation of the proposed model.

where the Pr(vj |Vi) is the likelihood probability for the user ui to check at the
POI vj . Pr(vj |Vi) is defined as:

Pr(vj |Vi) =
∏

vy∈Vi

Pr[d(vj , vy)] (17)

where d(vj , vy) denotes the distance between POI vj to vy and Vi is the historical
check-in places of user ui and Pr[d(vj , vy)] = a × d(vj , vy)b.

The graphical model is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The dark circle is the obser-
vation variable which denotes the partial order of all POI collections. σU and σV

denote hyper-parameters which are placed on U and V . M and N is the size of
users and POIs respectively. The blank circle of vector Ui and Vj are unknown
parameters that are learnt by probabilistic latent factor model. After obtaining
Ui and Vj , we can estimate the utility of POI vj given by user ui. With the
utility of Uij and geographical influence d, the preference of user ui to POI vj

can be obtained, which is depicted as yij .
As aforementioned, the proposed algorithm can be shown in Algorithm1.

Algorithm 1. MUG: Modeling User Mobility via User Psychological and
Geographical Behaviors towards Point of-Interest Recommendation
Input: �L, d(vj , vy), K, β,C
Output: yui

compute a, b; //power-law
compute Pr(vj |Vi);
for step = 1 to Max Step do

random choose ui from user set U;
random choose vj from the user check-in set Vi;
select latent POI collections of vj ; // nearest K
vj = max(�L

ij);
Ui = Ui − β∇Ui;
Vj = Vj − β∇Vj ;

return U , V ;

compute yij = (UiV
T
j + C) · Pr(vj |Vi)
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4 Experiments

In this section, we compare our model with several state-of-the-art recommen-
dation methods in terms of Information Retrieval (IR) metrics by conducting
extensive experiments on two real datasets. We analyze the accuracy of predic-
tion in our POI recommendations. To be specific, we mainly address the following
questions: (1) How can we compare our proposed method with existing methods?
(2) How the size of latent POI collections influences the results of the proposed
method? (3) What are the performances on the cold start problem?

Table 1. Statistics of the two extracted datasets

Datasets Statistics User POI

Gowalla Max. Num of check-ins 206 308

Avg. Num of check-ins 17.03 20.19

Brightkite Max. Num of check-ins 140 839

Avg. Num of check-ins 7.963 16.41

4.1 Datasets and Metrics

The proposed approach is evaluated on Gowalla1 and Brightkite2 datasets.
Gowalla and Brightkite are location-based social networking service providers
where users share their locations, activities and travel lines etc. by checking-in.
We randomly extract 3000 users and 2530 POIs with 50724 check-in frequency
records from the Gowalla dataset and the density of the extracted dataset is
6.68 × 10−3. We randomly extract 5000 users and 2425 POIs with 39815 check-
in frequency records from the Brightkite dataset and the density of the extracted
dataset is 3.28×10−3. The statistics of the two datasets are described in Table 1.

POI recommendation aims to recommend personalized top-N POIs for users,
which are obtained after sorting all candidate places in ascending order according
to the predicted preference. We use the following three metrics to measure the
performance of all models, which are widely adopted in Information Retrieval
and Document Classification.
Precision@N and Recall@N: the precision and recall of personalized top-N
recommend places for a target user is defined as below:

Precision@N =
|rec@N

⋂
rel|

N
(18)

Recall@N =
|rec@N

⋂
rel|

|rel| (19)

where rec@N denotes the top-N recommended POIs and rel is the true visited
POIs in the test data.
1 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html.
2 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-brightkite.html.

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-brightkite.html
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MAP: Mean Average Precision (MAP), which for a test collection is the arith-
metic mean of average precision values for individual user. The definition is:

MAP =
1
N

M∑

u=1

(
1

rel

|rel|∑

l=1

Precisionu@l) (20)

where Precisionu@l denotes the precision for user u when l relevant POIs are
retrieved and M is the total number of users.

4.2 Baseline and Comparison

We compare our model with the following four existing methods:

• MF: It is adopted in [6], which captures the user preference by factorizing
the user-rating matrix to get latent factors.

• PMF: It is proposed in [11] and also places a spherical multivariate Gaussian
prior multivariate Gaussian prior on both Uand V .

• NMF: This method is aimed to find the non-negative matrix factors U and
V [7].

• MGM: This algorithm models user check-in behavior via employing Multi-
center Gaussian distribution in [1].

• MUG: This is our modeling user mobility via user psychological and geo-
graphical behaviors algorithm.

We randomly divide the two extracted datasets into training (80 %) and
testing (20 %) data. The latent dimension is set as 10 for MF, PMF, NMF and our
proposed algorithm, following [10]. α and β are tuned using 5 fold cross-validation
grid search for all algorithms to obtain the best results. K is set as 20 and 15 for
Gowalla dataset and Brightkite dataset respectively in our proposed approach.
The comparative experiments repeated by three times, Tables 2, 3 and 4 report
the average results of the top 5, top 10 and top 15 POIs on the ranking list,
respectively. We can observe that our method outperforms all baseline methods
on three metrics. PMF and MGM perform much better than MF and PMF.
Moreover,the results are coincident with [10]. Note that the values of precision
in Table 2 are low, because the accuracy of POI recommendation is not high on
account of sparse datasets. The results are shown detailedly that:

• Compared to the best factor model NMF which does not consider geographical
behavior: for instance on top 10, for Gowalla extracted dataset, our method
improves the results by 33.20% w.r.t. precision, 48.59% w.r.t. recall and
28.74% w.r.t. MAP. As to Brightkite extracted dataset, our method improves
the results by 13.12% w.r.t. precision, 16.84% w.r.t. recall and 16.47%
w.r.t. MAP. It indicates that geographical behavior plays an important role
in POI recommendation.

• Compared to the MGM which does not model user mobility from psychological
perspective: on top 10, for Gowalla extracted dataset, our method improves
the results by 82.09% on precision, and improves the results by 62.47% and
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60.55% on recall and MAP respectively. For Brightkite extracted dataset,
our method improves the results by 181.29% w.r.t. precision, 40.98% w.r.t.
recall and 93.82% w.r.t. MAP. MGM considers users tend to check-in around
several centers and the historical check-ins follow a Gaussian distribution in
every center. However, as the sparse datasets we adopted, the historical check-
ins may not act up to a multi-center Gaussian distribution. Moreover, MGM
is not considering latent factors of user psychological behavior. As a result,
our method performs much better than MGM model.

• The results of Gowalla extracted dataset outperform Brightkite extracted
dataset because Brightkite extracted dataset is sparser than Gowalla extracted
dataset. There is no exception, our proposed algorithm suffers the data spar-
sity problem, which is one of the most challenging problems in POI recom-
mendations.

Obviously, the proposed approach outperforms the four comparative meth-
ods. We attribute the results to the effectiveness of user mobility formulated by
user psychological and geographical behaviors in POI recommendation. Besides,
the estimated metrics we adopt emphasize the ranking problem which is coin-
cided well with the learning process of our proposed probabilistic latent model.
The partial order learning mechanism adopted in our approach works well with
the chosen metrics as well, thus making our algorithm superior to state-of-the-art
methods.

Table 2. The results of metric precision

Datasets Pre MF PMF NMF MGM MUG

Gowalla @5 0.01659 0.01055 0.04892 0.02641 0.05289

@10 0.01627 0.00887 0.03467 0.02536 0.04618

@15 0.01088 0.00844 0.03281 0.02283 0.03903

Brightkite @5 0.00740 0.00715 0.03580 0.01138 0.04709

@10 0.00742 0.00459 0.03178 0.01278 0.03595

@15 0.00820 0.00348 0.02362 0.01218 0.03028

4.3 The Cold Start Problem

The cold start problem is a potential problem in POI recommendation. It may
cause the inaccuracy of prediction, as it does not gather abundant information
of users or POIs, e.g. new users. To compare our method with comparative
algorithms on user cold start problem, we first divide the two datasets into
training (10 %) and testing (90 %) data and then measure the performances of
all models in terms of recall and MAP on top 5, top 10 and top 15. The results are
shown in Fig. 4. It is obvious that the performances are different from the results
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Table 3. The results of metric Recall

Datasets Rec MF PMF NMF MGM MUG

Gowalla @5 0.02863 0.01107 0.12630 0.08190 0.14775

@10 0.03815 0.01637 0.16384 0.14984 0.24346

@15 0.03904 0.02893 0.21476 0.19796 0.25066

Brightkite @5 0.07724 0.02350 0.08910 0.04752 0.10289

@10 0.07815 0.02122 0.12511 0.10369 0.14619

@15 0.07962 0.02922 0.16398 0.13883 0.19025

Table 4. The results of metric MAP

Datasets MAP MF PMF NMF MGM MUG

Gowalla @5 0.02144 0.01041 0.07811 0.06477 0.11536

@10 0.02239 0.01252 0.10387 0.08329 0.13373

@15 0.01857 0.01407 0.10893 0.09210 0.11119

Brightkite @5 0.03913 0.02002 0.06572 0.03751 0.10690

@10 0.03783 0.02122 0.08765 0.05267 0.10209

@15 0.03968 0.02922 0.07998 0.05554 0.11597

(a) Recall on cold start problem (b) MAP on cold start problem

(c) Recall on cold start problem (d) MAP on cold start problem

Fig. 4. Recall and MAP metrics on user cold start problem of both two datasets.
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Fig. 5. The size of latent POI collections analysis.

of datasets divided into 80 % and 20 %. In most cases, our algorithm is superior
to baseline algorithms. Moreover, MGM performs better than MF, PMF and
NMF, and the results coincide with [1]. From the Fig. 4(a) and (b), on Gowalla
datasets, when the check-in records are small and even many users do not have
records, we observe that our MUG algorithm outperforms all baseline methods
of user cold start problem on both two metrics. As to Brightkite dataset, from
the Fig. 4(c) and (d), our MUG algorithm is nearly neck and neck with MGM
algorithm on top 5. Luckily, on top 10 and top 15 POIs on the ranking list,
MUG algorithm performs better than baseline algorithms. The reason for the
good results may lie in user mobility formulated from a psychological perspective.
As a whole, our MUG algorithm can improve the accuracy of recommendation
on user cold start problem at a certain extent.

4.4 The Size of Latent POI Collection Analysis

Here, we analyze the influence of the size of latent POI collections. We analyze
the accuracy of top 10 case on both two datasets. α and β are set as 0.08 and
0.01 for Gowalla and Brightkite datasets. From the Fig. 5(a), (b) and (c), we can
observe several peaks on the line chart which show that our method is sensitive
to the size of latent POI collections. For Gowalla dataset, it suggests that when
K ∈ [10, 35], our algorithm performs quite well. As to Brightkite dataset, it
shows the superiority of K ∈ [15, 40] over other numerical value intervals. The
results reveal these K may be fit well to the size of our datasets we adopted.

4.5 Impact α and β

In our algorithm, the learning rate α controls how quickly the objective function
descent and the regularization parameter β determines how much the regular-
ization terms should be integrated. From the Fig. 6(a), the results demonstrate
that precision negatively correlates with α and achieves the peak when α = 10−5

on Gowalla and Brightkite extracted datasets. From the Fig. 6(d), as to β, the
results of precision firstly increase with smaller and smaller β, and they decay
when β surpasses a certain value, i.e. 10−4 on our both two datasets. From
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Fig. 6(b), (c), (e) and (f), the results of recall and MAP have the same tendency
with the results of precision in terms of α and β on the two datasets we used.
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Fig. 6. Impact of parameter α and β on three metrics.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, user psychological and geographical behaviors are combined to
model user mobility for POI recommendation. The Proposed probabilistic latent
factor model by adopting utility theory is used to formulate user psychological
behavior and geographical behavior is captured by adopting a power-law distri-
bution. Besides, a stochastic gradient descent algorithm is devised to learn the
probabilistic latent factor model. Our approach is compared with some state-
of-the-art POI recommendation algorithms on two real-world datasets and the
results demonstrate that our approach achieves better recommendation perfor-
mance.

For now, we only exploit information from check-in frequency data and geo-
graphical information. And data sparsity problem, which is one of the most
challenging problems in real-world recommendation scenarios, also inevitably
influences the performance of our method. Hence in our future work, there are
two directions worthy to study: (1) How to handle with the data sparsity problem
such as extremely sparse frequency data? (2) How to fuse leaving information
like social networks, temporal information into our model? For future work, it
is interesting to incorporate other information, e.g., temporal information, into
our model to capture the user interest drift.
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